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Abstract
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) respond as brittle materials at room temperature (RT) and fail upon any 
imposed strain for elongation. By following up our previous study on electron-beam (e-beam)-induced non-uniform 
elongation of MWCNTs (Khan et al. in J Phys Condens Matter 30:385302, 2018), here, it is illustrated that through moderate 
irradiation to a high enough intensity e-beam, dramatic uniform elongations can be attained for thin enough MWCNTs 
at RT, where homogeneous plastic flow of carbon atoms along the tube shells in the tube axis direction takes place with 
uniform inward diffusion of tube shells. The study also reports well-fitting results for quantitative kinetic relationship of 
the shrinkage time consequences under nanoscaled curvature, revealing predominant effect of much greater surface 
energy. These findings are purposeful for processing CNTs and other conventional nanotubes for their utilization in 
nanodevices and nanotechnology.

Keywords Multi-walled carbon nanotube · Uniform elongation · Negative (positive) curvature effect · Electron beam 
athermal activation effect

1 Introduction

Owning to exceptional mechanical strength [2–4] and typ-
ical electronic properties [5], carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [6, 
7] are extensively used [8] in molecular electronics, opto-
electronic and energy storage devices, and other areas 
of nanotechnology. Regarding to the limitations in their 
fabrication and assembly, the as-fabricated CNTs may not 
own the targeted length or diameter. Thus, one may need 
to plastically (locally) deform them to change their dimen-
sions or configuration. Previously, tensile stress-induced 
elongations of CNTs (single-walled carbon nanotubes, 
SWCNTs and multi-walled carbon nanotubes, MWCNTs) 
have been studied widely [9–14]. In few cases, imposed 
strains entangled with the bias voltage (heating) have 
been exploited to elongate them [9, 15]. Nevertheless, 

CNTs are characterized by  sp2 hybridized bonded cova-
lent network and flawless rolled graphitic shells, and 
hence brittle structures under normal conditions [9]. Uni-
axial strain at room temperature (RT) may cause plastic 
elongation, which eventually escorts to the failure of the 
structure because the structural defects in the typical CNT 
make it unable to accommodate viscous flow at RT under 
the imposed deformation rate [10]. This is not a suitable 
option especially when assembled into devices. Although 
strain-induced substantial elongation can be achieved 
with much higher temperature [9, 15], heating as high as 
2000 K is not a feasible option, because substantial heating 
can certainly affect the mechanical properties.

Besides, non-uniform elongation and non-uniform 
shrinkage of a MWCNT under focused e-beam have been 
achieved in our previous report [1]. Nevertheless, therein 
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[1], probable refilling of the necked region by inward/out-
ward flow of atoms under non-uniform distributions of 
negative (positive) curvature effect and beam current den-
sity over the irradiated segment has made it too intricate 
to evaluate quantitatively the kinetics of shrinkage and 
elongation. Although an accurate tracking of the kinetics 
of uniform elongation and uniform shrinkage of MWCNT 
and quantitative relationship between the MWCNT 
shrinkage and nanocurvature effect [16] can be achieved 
through moderate irradiation or by uniform e-beam cur-
rent density, the chosen MWCNT should remain straight, 
smooth, and uniform in the entire irradiation mode to 
circumvent the effect of non-uniform curvature. Further-
more, such a MWCNT should be thin enough at the very 
initial stage so that a limited shrinkage could be noted, 
while irradiating under high enough but non-fluctuating 
beam current density for an adequate irradiation period. 
To date, it seems hard to optimize such conditions and to 
find such a report.

To follow up this [1], here, we demonstrate that the 
MWCNTs can be allowed to elongate and shrink uniformly 
to a certain minimum under electron beam irradiation, 
when the CNTs (MWCNTs) in question are straight, smooth, 
and uniform in the entire mode, and the current densities 
of energetic electron beams (e-beams) in transmission 
electron microscope (TEM) can be kept high enough (opti-
mized) and uniform (minimum fluctuation) for a feasible 
irradiation period. Mechanisms underlying the structural 
evolution with quantitative tracking of the MWCNT shrink-
age process are also explored in detail.

2  Experimental

MWCNTs were fabricated in a floating catalyst apparatus 
and treated ultrasonically in ethanol. They were dropped 
onto holey carbon films for TEM studies. In situ irradia-
tion experiments were performed at ambient RT in FEI 
Tecnai F-30 field emission gun TEM operating at 300 kV, 
equipped with a condenser with correction of the spheri-
cal aberration. Small segments of MWCNTs were exposed 
to focus electron beam of 200 nm diameters and irradi-
ated under uniform beam current densities of 160 A cm−2. 
The typical, 300 kV, e-beam can easily pass through [17] 
MWCNT diameter. To prevent the influence of support, 
individual, straight and clean MWCNT segments, protrud-
ing into the free space (micro-holes) of the supporting 
carbon film were irradiated under focused e-beam. To 
collect micrographs, beam current density was periodi-
cally reduced to 200 times weaker than that of irradia-
tion. This increased the imaging contrast of MWCNTs and 
reduced the radiation damage to a negligible value as 
well. To examine structural evolutions, micrographs were 

collected after each succeeding irradiated dose that nor-
mally took 15–30 s to return to the irradiation conditions. 
The changes in diameter and length after each succeeding 
irradiated dose of the e-beam were shown sequentially in 
Fig. 1. All the structural changes were measured between 
the two yellow dots marked across the MWCNT axis, which 
were traced by following the relevant feature points along 
the MWCNT length, shown via black arrows in Fig. 1 and 
assisted by Fig. 2. The MWCNT diameter was averaged 
after each dose by calculating from different representa-
tive sites. The axis line of the MWCNT between the two 
yellow marks was considered to measure the length. The 
error bars in Fig. 3 represented the integrative deviations 
from the mean values. Furthermore, to prevent projec-
tion/shortening in the diameter/length, MWCNT was kept 
under focus by continuous tilting thus always keeping the 
position of MWCNT axis normal to the e-beam as well. It is 
noteworthy that 300 kV e-beam produces negligible heat 
in MWCNTs due to their extremely high ratio of surface/
volume as the recent research shows [18], and e-beam 
effect is nonthermal. Thus, it is expected that MWCNT 
essentially keeps itself at RT under irradiation.

3  Results and discussion

Figure 1 illustrates TEM series map of the representative 
evolution process in a MWCNT induced by subsequent irra-
diation up to 550 s. Figure 1a shows the length and diam-
eter of a single, straight, and local segment of MWCNT with 
shells ~ 10 prior to irradiation that passes over the bundle 
of tubes and hangs into the free space. The initial length 
and diameter of the MWCNT are, respectively, measured to 
be 37 nm and 14 nm marked with the two featured yellow 
marks and traced via the two black arrows. Figures 1b–l 
demonstrates ongoing evolution in the MWCNT struc-
ture monitored systematically in situ via TEM. Without any 
breakage under no imposed strain, by subsequent irradia-
tion up to 550 s, sequential uniform elongation from 37 
to 45.5 nm and uniform shrinkage from 14 to 9.3 nm are 
proceeded. It has also been observed that MWCNT evolu-
tion rate is accelerated as it is thinned down to 11.5 nm, 
shown in Fig. 1i–l. Nevertheless, overall, during irradiation, 
e-beam current density and curvature effect are almost 
remained uniform over the whole irradiated length of the 
MWCNT thus activating uniform elongation and shrink-
age. Although under the increased irradiation, defect 
fabrication rate in the tube shells is increased steadily, 
MWCNT structural integrity is remained intact. This can be 
endorsed to the fact that dynamic competition between 
fabrication and annihilation processes of atomic defects 
is surpassed by the atomic annihilation process, while  sp2 
hybridized bonded network of multi-shells of MWCNT 
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tends to restore its broken bonds via the self-healing abil-
ity. Such a MWCNT transformation has not been reported 
before. This remarkable transformation is as distinctive as 
uniform elongation and shrinkage induced under the uni-
form irradiation, where role of uniform nanoscaled curva-
ture (surface energy) effect of the MWCNT is crucial. Thus, 
this can be called as uniform structural transformation. The 

consistency in the results has been confirmed by irradiat-
ing several identical MWCNT segments under the same 
irradiation conditions. It is assumed that thin enough 
MWCNTs under uniform beam current density produce 
the best results.

In addition, a slight amorphous carbon (contamination) 
over the outer surface of tube is visible in Fig. 1a that is 
unstable as it rapidly polishes off (or mixes) during irradia-
tion up to 100 s, seen in Fig. 1c and thus does not affect 
the structural evolution process at all. This amorphous 
carbon attachment is typical to the higher surface energy 
of MWCNT. Indeed, the irradiated MWCNT is the cleanest 
one as the magnified TEM micrograph in Fig. 2 illustrates 
that MWCNT possesses to about ten straight shells, perfect 
crystalline features, and well-defined cylindrical structure 
before irradiation. A small defects coarsening by accre-
tion of carbon atoms between the contiguous wall gaps 
or by immobility of vacancies for extended period at low 
temperature or by both under prolonged irradiation [16] is 
inevitable. This can be attributed either to the minor fluc-
tuation in the beam current density or non-uniformity in 
local atomic structure. Nevertheless, a substantial accumu-
lation of local structural defects has not been viewed. This 
states that uniform diffusion and flow (transportation) of 
carbon atoms along the tube shells in the tube axis direc-
tion (elongation) and self-contraction (inward diffusion) 
of shells (shrinkage) are the ultrafast processes driven by 
the nanoscaled negative (positive) curvature effect under 
ultrafast e-beam activation at RT.

Fig. 1  Consecutive bright field 
TEM images (a–l) showing uni-
form elongation and shrinkage 
processes in ~ 14-nm-thick and 
~ 37-nm-long MWCNT under 
increased irradiation time 
(shown at left bottom corner 
of each frame), when irradiated 
by uniform current density 
(~ 160 A cm−2) of e-beam and 
beam spot diameter ~ 200 nm 
expanding over a zone greater 
than the observed area

Fig. 2  A magnified TEM micrograph of the pristine MWCNT (before 
irradiation) shown in Fig. 1a. This illustrates the straight multi-shells 
and perfect geometry of the MWCNT
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Figure 3 illustrates the analogous plots for MWCNT 
elongation and shrinkage against irradiation time in 
addition to the point-to-point evaluation along the 
MWCNT length. By Fig.  3a, MWCNT elongation from 
37 to 45.5 nm is averaged to ~ 4 × 10−3 nm/s, while by 
Fig. 3b, MWCNT shrinkage from 14 to 9.3 nm is averaged 
to 1.2 × 10−2 nm/s. Obviously, during elongation, reduc-
tion in the MWCNT diameter is a quite natural mecha-
nism and this phenomenon can be correlated with the 
Poisson’s ratio that is calculated to be ~ 1.5. At that point, 
the MWCNT expands quite uniformly in the axial direc-
tion in the area marked between the two yellow dots in 
Fig. 1l. For this particular length (~ 45.5 nm), on average, 
the reduction in the diameter is about 33% and approx-
imately uniform shown in Fig.  3c that demonstrates 
point-to-point assessment along the MWCNT length. By 
quantitative analysis, assuming constant MWCNT vol-
ume, the significant uniform elongation is approximated 
to 23% for this (33%) limited shrinkage. The elongation 
and the corresponding shrinkage are accelerated from 
350 to 550 s of irradiation thus showing increasingly 
faster trends or nonlinear tendencies.

By thermodynamics, during the uniform elongation/
shrinkage, uniform diffusion of internal carbon atoms 
along the tube shells in the tube axis direction is driven 
by the nanoscaled curvature (high surface energy) of 
MWCNT. By taking into account the thermodynamic driv-
ing forces, shrinkage in the fixed length L1 is precisely 
tracked by a new model [16] established about how 
MWCNT surface energy influences the shrinkage and 
correlates the kinetic relationship between the MWCNT 
shrinkage and the irradiation time,

Here,  in Eq.   1,  h  = 2  Kα/J ,  e  = Fo/4παL ,  and 
K = Koexp(− ΔG*/RT), where Ko, R, T, and ΔG* are, respec-
tively, force constant, gas constant, temperature, and 
activation energy for the MWCNT shrinkage. The sur-
face energy factor α is related to the activation energy 

(1)h

(

n
∑

i=1

r
−b

i
+ e

)

= −n
dr

dt

of the shrinkage, J is the real density of carbon atoms in 
each shell, and Fo denotes Vander Waals’ forces between 
neighboring shells, n is total number of shells in the 
MWCNT, ri is radius of the ith shell, and b is a constant 
representing curvature effect on the surface energy. A 

Fig. 3  a The uniform elongation of the MWCNT with increasing 
irradiation time estimated by Fig. 1. To trace the successive elonga-
tions, MWCNT length is approximated as the length of the irradi-
ated tube segment between the two yellow feature dots marked 
in Fig. 1; b The uniform shrinkage of the MWCNT diameter (radius) 
with increasing irradiation time approximated by Fig. 1. The fitting 
result demonstrated by the dashed line is obtained by implement-
ing the equation shown below the data points, where value of 
the constant b is ~ 4.2; c The MWCNT diameters traced every 6 nm 
along the tube length in Fig. 11 (between the two yellow dots, left 
dot at 0 nm and right dot at 45.5 nm)

▸
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well-fitting result of the shrinkage process of MWCNT 
diameter (radius) under optimum beam current density 
of 160 A cm−2 and physical meaningful constants b and 
ΔG*, ranging from 14 to 9.3 nm under 550 s, is obtained, 
shown by a dashed line in Fig. 3b. The result shows a 
theoretically fitting nonlinear curve of the experimental 
data for the value of constant b at 4.2 ± 0.4. The uncer-
tainty (± 0.4) in the fitting curve arisen during the meas-
urements is accounted in the error bars shown in Fig. 3b. 
This implies the effect of an additional nanoscaled cur-
vature on surface energy of MWCNT to be proportional 
to 1/r4.2 instead of 1/r2, described in the previous models 
[19–23]. This variation clearly demonstrates a consider-
able increase in nanoscaled surface energy induced by 
the increased curvature of the shrunk MWCNT under 
e-beam irradiation.

In fact, the surface energy (curvature) effect in SWC-
NTs and MWCNTs has not been described in detail in the 
previous models [19–23]. For a static SWCNT, without con-
sidering the e-beam activation effect, calculations have 
been approximated on equilibrium, symmetrical, periodi-
cal, and linear nature of carbon nanostructures that can-
not account the well-defined nanoscaled surface energy 
effect. Although, in the modified form of Cauchy–Born 
rule, inter-atomic potential in continuum analysis has been 
encompassed and additional surface energy of SWCNT has 
been predicted to be proportional to 1/r2 [16]; effect of 
many body potentials among the carbon atoms has not 
been replicated clearly. Some local density approximations 
(simulations) [21–23] have also been failed to determine 
the net large scale electronic disorder of SWCNT. Fur-
thermore, similar results (1/r2) have also been obtained 
through generalized gradient approximation (GGA) by the 
ab initio method [19]. However, focus of the GGA has been 
remained on primary gradient of electronic density but 
not on the net large scale electronic disorder of SWCNT. 
As these factors have not been accounted in those simula-
tions or the theoretical predictions, and thus, value of b in 
our experimental results is larger than them.

In contrast to the Poisson’s ratio (1.5) calculated herein, 
the computed values of the Poisson’s ratio for MWCNTs 
and SWCNTs have, respectively, been approximated from 
0.15 to 0.28 and 0.19 to 0.34, demonstrated in the previ-
ous studies [24, 25]. This indicates much higher effect of 
an additional nanoscaled curvature on the uniform radial 
shrinkage of MWCNT, which eventually leads toward uni-
form axial elongation. It has been investigated by compu-
tational study of the elasticity of a MWCNT that MWCNT 
elongation under tensile loading depends upon number 
of shells, and its Young’s modulus varies from 4.70 (for a 
single shell) to 1.13 TPa (for 10 shells) [25]. Furthermore, 
it has also been modeled that radial modulus of MWCNT 
increases with the increase in number of shells, decreases 

with the increase in MWCNT diameter and does not 
depend upon the Poisson’s ratio [26]. That theoretical eval-
uation about the dependence of radial Young’s modulus 
upon number of MWCNT shells agrees qualitatively well 
with our experimental results of the radial shrinkage, plot-
ted in Fig. 3b. To compare, the radial shrinkage process in 
MWCNT delays, when a number of shells of the MWCNT 
are greater in number. And the radial Young’s modulus 
sharply increases with the decrease in diameter of MWCNT 
for constant number of shells. This is consistent with our 
results for the MWCNT as well as for the SWCNT [16, 26]. 
This is acceptable if we take into account the contributions 
of the bond length shortening and bond angle changes 
to the surface energy of MWCNT under the nanoscaled 
curvature effect [16, 25]. Unfortunately, chiralities of the 
multiple-shells of MWCNT could not be predicted by our 
in situ TEM technique employed in the present study. The 
effect of chirality on the MWCNT deformation has been 
studied by ab initio method, and it has been anticipated 
that armchair CNT is energetically much more stable than 
that of other chiralities of the same radii. Nevertheless, this 
difference is extremely small and becomes narrow with the 
increase in CNT diameter [24].

Therefore, in view of the tremendous surface energy 
of the nanoscaled curvature effect, the structural evolu-
tion of the shrunk MWCNT under e-beam irradiation can 
be conceived as schematically drawn in Fig. 4. By e-beam 
irradiation, for irradiated length of each shell of MWCNT 
segment, the negative (positive) curvature effect becomes 
dynamic and drives (forces) each shell to shrink (diffuse 
inward) and to achieve smaller curvature of lower energy 
thus inducing diffusion and plastic flow (transportation) of 
enormous carbon atoms along the shells in the tube axis 
direction. The increased instability in the MWCNT under 
increased irradiation assists e-beam to enhance num-
ber density of carbon atoms to diffuse (flow) and escorts 
toward increased susceptibility (decreased mechanical 
strength) of MWCNT. This means that the continuous 
and uniform diffusion and flow (transportation) not only 

Fig. 4  Schematic demonstration of the uniform elongation process 
in MWCNT by atomic migration (elongation) along the tube shells 
in the tube axis direction and inward diffusion (shrinkage) of multi-
shells in the radial direction
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prevents refilling of vacancies but also obstructs saturation 
of dangling bonds under the constant and uniform energy 
transfer by the high enough e-beam energy deposition 
rate ~ 160 A cm−2. Meanwhile, the restoration aptitude 
of the curved  sp2 hybridized structure of MWCNT pulls 
each shell to contract inward and increase the length and 
decrease the diameter while tube structure is attempt-
ing to achieve equilibrium. Few carbon atoms trapping 
between the contiguous shell gaps or their diffusion in the 
inner hollow or their direct evaporation into the free space 
through the vacancies are also possible. Essentially, the 
structural evolution process remains uniform as e-beam 
current density remains uniform. Since nanoscaled cur-
vature of inner shells could be larger than that of outer 
shells thus resulting into their faster instability or faster 
shrinkage/breakage. This facilitates further shrinkage 
and speeds up self-contraction process of shells driven 
by their increased negative (positive) curvature effects, 
which enhance the evolution process, while on the other 
hand, diffusion and flow of carbon atoms continue along 
the shells in the tube axis direction.

Several earlier experimental and theoretical stud-
ies on the elongations of MWCNTs/SWCNTs [9–15], and 
amorphous (crystalline) nanowires [27–29] induced by 
the imposed strain with/without e-beam have been 
illustrated, but in a different perspective. It is important 
to mention here that our results in Fig. 1 are essentially 
dissimilar compared with those demonstrated in the pre-
vious reports [9–15, 27–29]. This is reasonable because 
elongation in our experiments indisputably rely on the 
intrinsic inward tensile stress of each shell of MWCNT 
(radial shrinkage) induced under the nanoscaled negative 
(positive) curvature effect and e-beam activation, which is 
different from the previous experiments, where an extrin-
sic force under e-beam irradiation has been employed to 
elongate the MWCNTs/SWCNTs and nanowires. This makes 
it too intricate to evaluate let alone the effect of e-beam 
irradiation. Such one dimensional nanostructures have 
been elongated by the imposed strain employed in the 
axial direction that is in fact not an elongation caused due 
to the radial shrinkage or by the e-beam irradiation. The 
elongations attained by this way are essentially different 
than our results as it is quite easy to elongate one dimen-
sional nanostructure via an imposed strain than the elon-
gation caused by radial shrinkage induced under uniform 
nanoscaled curvature effect and uniform e-beam irradia-
tion. In fact, our results are dissimilar to the bulk materi-
als and to the current literature [9–15, 27–29] as the cur-
rent literature is based on classical knock-on mechanism 
and molecular dynamics simulations, the symmetrical, 
periodical, and linear nature of LDNs (approximations) in 
equilibrium, whereas the above MWCNT uniform elonga-
tion under e-beam at RT can be well underlined by the 

nanoscaled curvature effect and e-beam-induced soft 
modes and lattice instability effect as explained below.

As opposed to the bulk materials, the high surface to 
volume ratio of MWCNTs originates disorder in the atomic 
and electronic structure. This inherently shortens the bond 
lengths and transforms the carbon (C–C) bond angles thus 
confining the local electronic charges and dangling bonds 
quantum mechanically and leading toward localization 
and densification of bond energies through uplifting the 
pair potentials. Accordingly, a significant increase in the 
bond strains, bond strengths, and bond energies occurs 
which stores an additional energy in the C–C bonds or 
around the structural defects thus eventually softening the 
phonons and reducing the ‘Debye temperature (melting 
point). These salient features are sensitive to the nanoscale 
and become more pronounced in very thin MWCNTs [1, 
16]. Furthermore, in contrast to the amorphous (crystal-
line) nanowires, metal nanoparticles, and bulk materials, 
MWCNT inner and outer surfaces disparately lead toward 
two distinct curvatures, a negative curvature at the inner 
surface and a positive curvature at the outer surface illus-
trated in Fig. 5a. The negative curvature effect becomes 
more prominent than that of the positive curvature effect 
at the nanoscale thus originating two diverse classes of 
phonons at the two separate surfaces [1, 16]. By negative 
curvature, not only the inner surface energy of MWCNT 
increases dramatically but also MWCNT becomes suscep-
tible to irradiation and each shell drives (shrinks) kineti-
cally in the inward radial direction due presumably by 
the intrinsic non-equilibrium and nonlinear nature thus 
escorting toward the uniform shrinkage and uniform 
elongation.

This study is a follow-up of our previous report [1] which 
anticipates that a MWCNT of smaller diameter possesses 
enlarged negative curvature (higher surface energy) 
to induce atom instability, where MWCNT shrinkage 

Fig. 5  Schematic demonstration of a the bent (away from the nor-
mal equilibrium positions) carbon atoms of SWCNT, where influ-
ence of the negative curvature (inner surface energy) to drive car-
bon atom instability becomes more pronounced than that of the 
positive curvature (outer surface energy) and b the phonon sup-
pression in MWCNT illustrating that the corresponding suppression 
of phonons in the MWCNT is severer compared with the bulk coun-
terparts, nanowire, and nanoparticles
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accelerates by the increased nanoscaled non-uniform 
negative curvature effect with thinning down of the tube 
and leads the tube structure toward non-uniform elonga-
tion and non-uniform shrinkage activated by the focused 
e-beam. However, in that case, a quantitative correlation 
between thermodynamic kinetic process of the acceler-
ated shrinkage and the nanoscaled curvature effect has 
been too intricate to establish because of the probable 
refilling of the flow of atoms away/toward the necked 
region activated by another curvature of the nearby 
necked region along the wire axis direction that could 
intricate (halt) the thermodynamic kinetic process of the 
accelerated shrinkage of the necked region. Essentially, 
such a trend is always present when a MWCNT shrinks 
non-uniformly, and therefore, it cannot be estimated pre-
cisely while tracking the thermodynamic kinetics of the 
nearby necked zone under irradiation. Nevertheless, it can 
be assessed by the present results that a well-defined rela-
tionship between our proposed new surface energy model 
and uniform shrinkage of MWCNT is quantitatively estab-
lished by precisely tracking the MWCNT uniform shrink-
age kinetics induced under subsequent e-beam doses 
and by correlating with the MWCNT uniform elongation 
illustrated in Fig. 1. This has become possible only because 
the MWCNT geometry (shells) is remained straight or uni-
form in the axis direction during the entire irradiation 
period and MWCNT is elongated and shrunk smoothly and 
adequately. Therefore, effect of any non-uniform profile 
of the nanoscaled curvature of MWCNT can be avoided. 
Furthermore, a thin enough MWCNT is chosen to irradi-
ate at the very initial stage and only a limited shrinkage is 
noted, while on the other hand, e-beam current density is 
being kept high enough and irradiation period is limited. 
Thus, during irradiation, fluctuations in the e-beam current 
density or in the structural evolution of tube can be dis-
carded. Nevertheless, the quite natural reduction in diam-
eter of MWCNT with elongation could be delayed by the 
reinforcing fact of the ten shells compared to the SWCNT. 
As the present study indicates that elongations of SWCNT, 
double-walled CNT, and triple-walled CNT are very possi-
ble; evaluating these elongations completely is an area for 
upcoming improvement. Eventually, neither experiments 
nor theoretical predictions have yet fully evaluated the 
effects of e-beam irradiation and nanoscaled curvature 
on instability of MWCNT. It can be speculated that when 
the nanoscaled negative curvature effect activates under 
e-beam, the tube shells shrink in the radial direction and 
drive carbon atoms; the carbon atoms flow along the tube 
shells in the tube axis direction and permanently elongate 
it.

Next, we evaluate the e-beam effects in activating the 
dramatic plastic elongation (diffusion and plastic flow of 
carbon atoms) observed. It noteworthy that any structural 

evolution in the MWCNT suspends under suspended irra-
diation even when the above uniform elongation process 
is once activated for time being. This obviously reveals the 
fundamental source of ultrafast soft modes and lattice 
instability effect in MWCNTs under e-beam illustrated in 
Fig. 1 and in other CNTs cases [1, 16]. To attain insights into 
how e-beam activates soft modes and lattice instability at 
RT, it can be considered that susceptibility (activeness) and 
dynamical response of carbon bonds to e-beam irradiation 
enhance drastically by the additional storage of energy 
in C–C bonds as described above. This response is closely 
associated with the excitations of valence electrons that 
represent the bonding character [1, 16]. Thus, this not only 
increases the energy of electronic states but also assists 
bond instability by softening the phonons under e-beam 
excitation. In fact, in condensed matter, phonon softening 
and bond instability by electron, laser, and ion beams are 
a universal phenomenon [1, 16] that is known as e-beam-
induced soft mode and lattice instability effect, a totally 
different phenomenon than the thermal or knock-on 
phenomenon, where energy deposited by the ultrafast 
energetic electrons of the e-beam surpasses the normal 
modes of phonons (natural frequencies) of condensed 
matter (MWCNTs) [1, 16]. Likewise, the energy deposition 
by ultrashort  (10−15 s) laser pulses, the energetic e-beam 
exchanges (deposits) energy with the C–C bonds in an 
ultrafast or ultrashort time (t → 0) and in a non-equilib-
rium, extremely confined, precised, and localized way [1, 
16]. This originates a high density of soft modes thus dis-
torting the C–C (covalent) bonds of  sp2 hybridized MWCNT 
structure and causing bond instabilities demonstrated in 
Fig. 5b. In this way, carbon atoms not only easily break 
the barrier imposed by the strong structural constraints 
and lose their parent positions but also become able to 
diffuse and flow (migrate) uniformly and plastically along 
the shells in the tube axis direction.

4  Conclusion

In conclusion, it can be contemplated that the typically 
brittle thin enough MWCNTs, when used in nanotechnol-
ogy (or assembled into nanodevices), can be uniformly 
elongated (post-processed) by high enough intensity 
e-beam irradiation at RT. This is because the energetic 
e-beam will reduce the energy barrier throughout the 
whole irradiated MWCNT length to facilitate the curva-
ture effect, which impart driving force to the tube shells, 
for their uniform inward diffusion and uniform plastic 
elongation in the axial direction. This inward diffusion 
induces the carbon atomic flow that activates shrink-
age, while carbon atoms migrate in the tube axis direc-
tion along the shells. Uniform plastic elongation is thus 
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achieved at RT, approximately equivalent to the macro-
scaled tubes. In addition, when initially the MWCNT is 
thin enough and shrinkage (or elongation) is limited, it 
will be adequately feasible to establish the kinetic rela-
tionship between the shrinkage and irradiation time that 
is required to quantitatively track the shrinkage process 
to account the nanoscaled additional curvature effect of 
the MWCNT. This fitting result illustrates emergence of 
surface energy induced by nanoscaled curvature effect 
that is much greater compared with the theoretical pre-
dictions and simulations. Otherwise stated, a significant 
uniform plastic elongation mechanism dependable upon 
the imposed strain [9–15] is now made pronounced at RT 
by atomic diffusion and flow activated by e-beam induced 
soft modes and lattice instability effect and nanoscaled 
curvature effect.
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